ARS Data Warehouse Tables

Atomic Level Employee Tables

One **ARS Employee Summary** record exists per person.
Records exist in auxiliary employee tables as appropriate (degree, catalog titles.)

Atomic Level Appointment Tables

One **ARS Appointment Master** record exists per 'appointment' - an employee may have multiple appointment records.
Records exist in auxiliary appointment tables as appropriate, but are linked to the ARS Appointment Master table by the Appt_Seq_Num.

Data Marts/Views

Data Marts are created to expedite querying and facilitate reporting on common elements. Elements are incorporated from many different atomic level tables, as noted.

---

**ARS_EMPLOYEE_SUMMARY**
ARS data for the employee, i.e. Name, DOB, Citz/Visa

**ARS_DEGREE_INFORMATION**
Higher Ed Degree Info for employee

**ARS_ADDTL_CAT_TITLE**
Additional Titles for faculty used in Grad & UG Catalog

**ARS_CURRENT_APPTS**
Basic data elements for current appointments, i.e. Unit, Title & Cat Stat

**ARS_APPOINTMENT_MASTER**
Basic appt-related data for each appointment held by employee, i.e. Unit, Title, Cat Stat, Dates, Salary

**ARS_ACCT_SUMMARY**
Funding information for each paid appt held by employee, i.e. Acct, Percent, Program

**ARS_FACULTY_RANK**
Critical data elements regarding rank for faculty appointees

**ARS_COURSE_SUMMARY**
Course information for each appt with Teaching Duties
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